Phone: (727)530‐0958

SunSetPalms Tactical Training Center LLC
18544 U.S. Highway 19N
Clearwater, FL 33764‐1721

Fax: (727)846‐8420

ALL WEAPONS TRANSFERS MUST COME FROM A FFL HOLDER.
Sunsetpalms Tactical Training Center LLC (SSPTTC) serves as a transfer agent to assist its
customers in obtaining weapons ordered from a legally registered Federal Firearms
License (FFL (Dealers within or outside Florida, manufactures or importers NOT from
unlicensed individuals (this is a SSPTTC Policy).
By Serving as the agent in Dealer‐To‐Dealer transactions SSPTTC will receive the weapons
from the seller’s dealer and complete the required paperwork.
The license will only be valid for the business listed on the FFL and is nontransferable.
The fee for providing this service is $30.00, $25.00 for NRA members per handgun per
transfer. (I.e. if you are transferring two (2) weapons from the same dealer or different
dealers the cost would be $60.00 or $50.00 for NRA members), and 35.00 per long gun
transfers $30.00 for NRA members. For weapons that are over the value of $1000.00
there will be a transfer fee of 10% per (hand or long) gun per transfer. A valid NRA
membership is required for NRA member discount.
If we receive a weapon with NO information beforehand then there will be an additional
$10.00 charge per weapon per transfer
Any company that we do not have a FFL on file must provide us with a copy before the
weapon is shipped to our store. This copy can be faxed (727)846‐8420 or emailed to
steve@sspttc.com. This must include the Transferor’s phone number and contact name.
Every FFL must include your name, make, model and serial number of the firearm.
Once the firearm is received by SSPTTC (no COD), you will then fill out the required
paperwork. This paperwork includes the necessary federal form (4473).
If we receive a firearm to transfer to you and you are unable to obtain the firearm for any
reason. This includes but is not limited to being denied by the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement (F.D.L.E.) or by your admission on the Federal Form (4473). You will be
responsible for all shipment and charges that apply to ship the firearm back to the original
dealer. If no such arrangements are made within thirty (30) calendar days the weapon will
become property of Sunsetpalms Tactical Training Center LLC.
Any exceptions to the above agreements must be made in advance and may incur and
additional fee.
SSPTTC will not be held liable for the condition of the firearm. Any warranties and other
agreements are solely between the purchaser and the original dealer. SSPTTC is serving
only as a transfer agent.
SSPTTC has the right to cancel or refuse any transactions at any time of any reason.

Name:______________________

Phone#:_________________

Signature:___________________

Date:___________________

Description of Firearm(s) Being
Transferred (make, model, serial #)
____________________________
____________________________

Who/where is the firearm(s)
from:
________________________
________________________
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